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In 1934, Hardy *et al*. gave an extension of ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) as follows: If $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\phi (\frac{1}{p})$\end{document}$ is still the best possible (*cf.* \[[@CR3]\], Theorem 350).
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \int_{0}^{\infty } \int_{0}^{\infty } \frac{f(x)g(y)}{x + y}\,dx\,dy \\& \quad < \frac{\pi }{\sin ( \pi / p ) } \biggl( \int_{0}^{\infty } x ^{p - 2}f^{p}(x) \,dx \biggr) ^{\frac{1}{p}} \biggl( \int_{0}^{\infty } y ^{q - 2}g^{q}(y) \,dy \biggr) ^{\frac{1}{q}}. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ For $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In 2005, in \[[@CR8]\] one also gave an extension of ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) and ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) with the kernel $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In 2009, Yang gave an extension of ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) and ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) as follows (*cf.* \[[@CR15], [@CR16]\]): If $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Some equivalent inequalities of ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) and ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) are considered by \[[@CR16]\]. In 2013, Yang \[[@CR17]\] studied the equivalency between ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) and ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}). In 2017, Hong \[[@CR18]\] studied an equivalent condition between ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) with a few parameters.

Remark 1 {#FPar1}
--------

*cf.* \[[@CR17]\]
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Two lemmas {#Sec2}
==========
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Lemma 1 {#FPar2}
-------
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Proof {#FPar3}
-----
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} I_{1}&: = \int_{0}^{\infty } g_{n}(y) \biggl( \int_{0}^{\frac{1}{y}} \frac{ ( \min \{ xy,1 \} ) ^{\alpha } \vert \ln xy \vert ^{\beta }}{ ( \max \{ xy,1 \} ) ^{\lambda + \alpha }} f_{n}(x)\,dx \biggr)\,dy \\ &= \int_{1}^{\infty } \biggl( \int_{0}^{\frac{1}{y}} \frac{ (\min \{ xy,1 \} ) ^{\alpha } ( - \ln xy ) ^{\beta }}{ (\max \{ xy,1 \} ) ^{\lambda + \alpha }} x^{\sigma + \frac{1}{pn} - 1} \,dx \biggr) y^{\sigma_{1} - \frac{1}{qn} - 1}\,dy \\ &= \int_{1}^{\infty } y^{ ( \sigma_{1} - \sigma ) - \frac{1}{n} - 1}\,dy \int_{0}^{1} \frac{ ( \min \{ u,1 \} ) ^{\alpha } ( - \ln u ) ^{\beta }}{ ( \max \{ u,1 \} ) ^{\lambda + \alpha }} u^{\sigma + \frac{1}{pn} - 1} \,du. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ Then by ([13](#Equ13){ref-type=""}), we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \tilde{J}_{1}: = \biggl[ \int_{0}^{\infty } x^{p ( 1 - \sigma ) - 1}\tilde{f}_{n}^{p}(x) \,dx \biggr] ^{\frac{1}{p}} \biggl[ \int_{0}^{ \infty } y^{q ( 1 - \sigma_{1} ) - 1}\tilde{g}_{n}^{q}(y) \,dy \biggr] ^{\frac{1}{q}} \\& \quad = \biggl( \int_{1}^{\infty } x^{ - \frac{1}{n} - 1}\,dx \biggr) ^{ \frac{1}{p}} \biggl( \int_{0}^{1} y^{\frac{1}{n} - 1}\,dy \biggr) ^{ \frac{1}{q}} = n. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} \tilde{I}_{1}&: = \int_{0}^{\infty } \tilde{f}_{n}(x) \biggl( \int_{0} ^{\frac{1}{x}} \frac{ ( \min \{ xy,1 \} ) ^{ \alpha } \vert \ln xy \vert ^{\beta }}{ ( \max \{ xy,1 \} ) ^{\lambda + \alpha }} \tilde{g}_{n}(y)\,dy \biggr)\,dx \\ &= \int_{1}^{\infty } \biggl( \int_{0}^{\frac{1}{x}} \frac{ (\min \{ xy,1 \} ) ^{\alpha } ( - \ln xy ) ^{\beta }}{ (\max \{ xy,1 \} ) ^{\lambda + \alpha }} y^{\sigma_{1} + \frac{1}{qn} - 1} \,dy \biggr) x^{\sigma - \frac{1}{pn} - 1}\,dx \\ &= \int_{1}^{\infty } x^{ ( \sigma - \sigma_{1} ) - \frac{1}{n} - 1}\,dx \int_{0}^{1} \frac{ ( \min \{ u,1 \} ) ^{\alpha } ( - \ln u ) ^{\beta }}{ ( \max \{ u,1 \} ) ^{\lambda + \alpha }} u^{\sigma_{1} + \frac{1}{qn} - 1} \,du. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ Then by the Fubini theorem (*cf.* \[[@CR20]\]) and ([13](#Equ13){ref-type=""}), we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The lemma is proved. □
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-----
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The lemma is proved. □

Main results and corollaries {#Sec3}
============================

Theorem 1 {#FPar6}
---------
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Proof {#FPar7}
-----
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Corollary 2 {#FPar11}
-----------
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*If condition* (iii) *holds true*, *then we have* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Remark 3 {#FPar12}
--------

Theorem [2](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"} and Corollary [2](#FPar11){ref-type="sec"} are still equivalent.

Operator expressions {#Sec4}
====================
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\(a\) In view of Theorem [1](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"} ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 1 {#FPar13}
------------

Define a Hardy-type integral operator of the first kind with the non-homogeneous kernel $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In view of ([32](#Equ32){ref-type=""}), it follows that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 3 {#FPar14}
---------
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Definition 2 {#FPar15}
------------
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Corollary 3 {#FPar16}
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Remark 4 {#FPar17}
--------

Theorem [3](#FPar14){ref-type="sec"} and Corollary [3](#FPar16){ref-type="sec"} are equivalent.

\(c\) In view of Theorem [2](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"} ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 3 {#FPar18}
------------

Define a Hardy-type integral operator of the second kind with the non-homogeneous kernel $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In view of ([38](#Equ38){ref-type=""}), it follows that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 4 {#FPar19}
---------
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Definition 4 {#FPar20}
------------

Define a Hardy-type integral operator of the second kind with the homogeneous kernel $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Corollary 4 {#FPar21}
-----------
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Remark 5 {#FPar22}
--------

Theorem [4](#FPar19){ref-type="sec"} and Corollary [4](#FPar21){ref-type="sec"} are equivalent.

Conclusions {#Sec5}
===========

In this paper, by means of real analysis and weight functions a few equivalent conditions of two kinds of Hardy-type integral inequalities with the non-homogeneous kernel and parameters are obtained by Theorem [1](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"}, [2](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"}. The constant factors related to the gamma function are proved to be the best possible. We also consider the operator expressions in Theorem [3](#FPar14){ref-type="sec"}, [4](#FPar19){ref-type="sec"}. The dependent cases of homogeneous kernel are assumed by Corollary [1](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"}-[4](#FPar21){ref-type="sec"}. The method of weight functions is very important, it is the key to help us proving the main inequalities with the best possible constant factor. The lemmas provide an extensive account of this type of inequalities.
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